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This list of books received at The China Quarterly during the period stated is intended to serve as an up-to-date guide to books published on late-imperial, modern and contemporary China. The list below may include notifications of publication emailed by publishers.


Cheung, Sidney C. H. Hong Kong Foodways. (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2022. 116 pp. HK$120.00. ISBN 978988754359.)


Wu, Jieh-min. *Rival Partners: How Taiwanese Entrepreneurs and Guangdong Officials Forged the China Development Model.* (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2022. 532 pp. $70.00; £60.95; €63.95. ISBN 9780674278226.)


Xiong, Yuezhi (Translated by Lane J. Harris and Mei Chun). *Shanghai Urban Life and Its Heterogeneous Cultural Entanglements.* (Leiden: Brill, 2022. €175.00; $210.00. ISBN 9789004511101.)
